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About This Game

Space Wrangler™️ is a dynamic space sandbox featuring multiple experiences designed to offer variety in gameplay.
Experience the wonders and turmoil of Space as you traverse the cosmos as part of a new generation of explorers, frontiersmen,

and cowboys. Wrangle asteroid drives, locate and recover probes, conduct sector surveys, participate in rodeos, and more.
Pioneering the Universe will be hard, but it's time to saddle up anyways.

Blaze The Trails

Set out to recover probes sent to different key locations in space. Along the way, establish the way to your destination.

Wrangle Drives

Lend a hand in wrangling up asteroids that have strayed from their herd. Return them to the desired location to unlock
further wrangling opportunities.
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Hold On Tight

Show off your flight skills in cosmic Rodeo time trials. See where you place on the leader boards.
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Title: Space Wrangler
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Bad Panda Games
Publisher:
Bad Panda Games
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32-bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 (2.5GHz) +

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Space Wrangler is in Early Access. Minimum specifications may change during development

English
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Very enjoyable. Works well on my machine and my machine can barely run FSX. I wish the set up was easier but just take your
time and keep fiddling until controls are just right and you love it!
. This Game is Amazing. It Has a Stylized Gameboy-esque design, with the only color being red (hence the title Bloody Walls.)
Bloody Walls is insanely difficult. You take one hit and you're gone for good. No checkpoints, no continues, no save games.
When you die, you have to start from the beginning. But that's what separates this game from other difficult games (other than
the fact that it's free.) Unlike other difficult games, like unfair platformers and dark souls, every defeat gives you motivation to
keep playing until you finish it. Every area you clear feels like a milestone. The only gripe i have with the game is the controls,
specifically the shooting. This is NOT a shooter like Contra or Bro-Force. Each shot requires you to aim with the mouse, which
slows down the gameplay a bit. This isn't a big problem, but it's noticeable.

The game's unique art style coupled with the sense of determination you feel to beat the game make Bloody Walls a must-have
for anyone who enjoys pixel art games and shooters, or just enjoys a challenge. The fact that the developer is focusing on
making this game the best it possibly can be, adding a free hardcore difficulty and hardcore missions to pay for, and adding a
new horror-themed dlc called The Darkness coming soon. If you haven't played Bloody Walls yet, don't give it a second thought.
I give Bloody Walls a 9/10.. Coming into this game I was hoping for a more simulation style Ace Combat, unfortunately that is
not the case. First thing I did, as I do in all games, was check the key layout and controls for flying with a keyboard. It was
doable in writing, unfortunately, it's poorly executed in-game. The throttle up key (arrow key up) does exactly that it throttles
up, however it also turns the camera in-cockpit 90 degrees left. Slowing down (arrow key down) does the same thing, it throttles
down with the expense of turning your camera 90 degrees right.

 Also, before purchasing JASF, I read in multiple places that the game can be used with a joystick\/gamepad\/Xbox 360
controller. Nope. I restarted the game (with Xbox 360 controller connected) and was prompted with the "Enter" key as well as
the arrow keys for navigating the menu. Fair enough, the menu is keyboard exclusive, I can understand that. As I went in-game I
soon noticed that there were new icons. For instance, instead of an arrow key, it was the "A" button. I pick up my Xbox 360
controller and press "A" for a solid 10 seconds... Nothing. The voiceover is still going, droning about my important task at hand.
I keep pressing "A", then "B" then every other button on my controller. Nothing. For a game that is ALSO on Xbox 360, there
was a transition error or flawed coding to not have a smooth transition to PC.

Graphics: Not much concern. Although, I did experience some screen tears and occasional stuttering throughout my loop-de-
loop camera turning spiral into the end of the runway. Nothing gamebreaking however. Planes look good, environment is
minimal but effective. Cockpit perspective looks alright. Not much criticism here.

I'm a huge fan of the Ace Combat series, I've played hours upon hours of IL-2 Sturmovik for PS3, even more on Heroes of the
Pacific and Secret Weapons over Normandy for PS2 and many more airplane specific games (I'm not going to include
Battlefield games because that's somewhat taboo to flight simulator enthusiasts). So, it's safe to say that this is no user error, this
is a game with potential, but failed to properly execute the most basic of video game tasks, the controls.. this is dumb. why make
a separate version? this is a waste of money. get a copy of windows for gaming, install using bootcamp. or, if you really want,
buy the windows version and use wine. this is a laggy "port" (it's really just their own wrapper with some modifications and bug
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fixes, no optimizations), so anyone with a bit of a lower end mac should just not buy this game in general, unless playing on
windows. i have the late 2009 27" imac and there is no way to get above 40 fps, which makes no sense.. the combat really holds
this game back. swining your sword is pretty clunky and after playing games like rogue legacy it's just not worth the time.. Co-
op doesn't allow player 2 any customization. They are stuck with whatever upgrades you choose and that's a really poor
experience for 2P. Inexcusable in this day and age.
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I want to give this game a thumbs up because I have had many hours of fun experiences with it, but I unfortunately cannot.
While the game is BEAUTIFUL both in terms of audio and video, the game is so unpredictable when it comes to crashes. Some
days I can play all day with no issues while other days I can have 3-4 crashes in 2 hours. Once this game is smoothed over a bit
more by the devs I know it will be one of my go-to games for years.. In my opinion, this is the only culture pack that is worth
the buy. The Celtic factions are fun to play with especially with their guerilla deployment for every unit and completely unique
unit roster. Unlike all the other culture packs, this one adds a decent amount of new content

7\/10. Simple, some nice visuals - OK for an hour or two.. warmode is different. Really enjoyed my time on The Isle, game is
exhilarating and very fun to play a group of friends.
The biggest downside is that you can only grow one dino on your steam account, so for example.
If I grow a TREX, and want to play another dino, I have to kill my TREX just to try something else.

Until this mechanic is changed, my negative review will remain.. This chapter is the best so far of Episode Two. It does a great
job of bridging the gap between the first several episodes, and the subsequent second half. The setup is wonderful.. That one
was a REALLY good surprise! I was expecting a simple but cute platformer...it's way more polished than that. It have a heavy
mario world feeling to it. The biggest downside that i can give is that all non-endofworld-boss are animalistic blob...but beside
that, all stage introduce new mechanic and theme, all have their own boss, and if the game start simple, it ramps up quite heavily
later on. Magic you can buy that feels like cheating will become a godsend near the end.
So...yeah. Don't look super fancy at first glance, but i had lots of fun with this one. Highly recommended! ^^
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